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For any integer m, any commutative ring C is the quotient of a non-noetherian
commutative ring B such that the Tor-algebra of the B-algebra C is equal to C in
all degrees km and to 0 elsewhere. Almost acyclicity of the cotangent complex of
the B-algebra C is proved. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
According to F. Planas-Vilanova, for any commutative ring C there is an
augmented commutative C-algebra A with the property
H A , C , ? ' 0 k H A , C , ? . .  .2 3
Let us modify and generalize this example. The following result will be
 w x .proved see 5 too for the case n s 2 .
THEOREM. For any commutati¨ e ring C and any integer n G 2, there is an
augmented commutati¨ e C-algebra B which is non-rigid in the sense
H B , C , C ( 0 for 0 F k F n q 3, .k
 .with one exception, H B, C, C ( C.nq1
 .In general the next module k s n q 4 is not trivial. When C is a field
of characteristic 0, the result is complete and minimal as follows: all the
 .modules H B, C, C are equal to 0 with a unique exceptionk
H B , C , C ( C if n is odd, .nq1
with two exceptions
H B , C , C ( C ( H B , C , C if n is even. .  .nq1 2 nq2
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USUAL KOSZUL COMPLEXES
With any element s of a ring A, let us consider the A-module A equals
.to 0 if s is nilpotent . We shall use the canonical homomorphism
f r , s : A ª A . s r s
coming from the commutative diagram
s s s s
A ª A ª A ª A ª ??? As
2 3x x x x x1 r r r f  r , s.
rs rs rs rs
A ª A ª A ª A ª ??? Ar s
There is the useful equality
f q , rs ( f r , s s f qr , s . .  .  .
Further let us consider n elements of A, their product, and the ideal they
generate,
 4x s x , . . . , x , y s x ??? x , J s x , . . . , x . .1 n 1 n 1 n
 .For any system of indices of length k
i: 1 F i - ??? - i F n1 k
there is the pair of elements
x s x ??? x and y s x with x y s yi i i i j i j1 k
 .j is the complementary system of length n y k : for instance,
x s 1 and y s y for the length k s 0,i i
x s y and y s 1 for the length k s n.i i
We shall use the A-modules
A s A for s s yi s i
 .A for the length 0 and A for the length n .y
Let us consider the ordinary Koszul complex and its homology
C# A; x , . . . , x and H# A; x , . . . , x . .  .1 n 1 n
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Let us consider, too, the modified Koszul complex
Ca A; x s Ca A; x , . . . , x s A , .  . k k 1 n i , . . . , i1 k
with the differential
j jd s y1 d .k k
due to the homomorphisms
f x , y : A ª A . . Ãi i ??? i i ??? i ??? i i ??? i ??? ij 1 k 1 j k 1 j k
 .The corresponding homology can be described Lemma 1 as
H a A; x s H a A; x , . . . , x . .  .k k 1 n
For any m G 0 let us consider
x s x m , . . . , x m and J s x m , . . . , x m . 4  .m 1 n m 1 n
Then there is a natural homomorphism of complexes
cm#: C# A; x m ª C# A; x mq 1 .  .
given by the equality
cm adx m n ??? n dx m s y adx mq 1 n ??? n dx mq 1. .k i i i ??? i i i1 k 1 k 1 k
The modified Koszul complex is a limit of ordinary Koszul complexes
C# A; x 0 ª C# A; x1 ª C# A; x 2 ª . . . . .  .  .
The corresponding natural homomorphisms
hm : H A; x m ª H A; x mq 1 .  .k k k
appear in the following result.
a .LEMMA 1. The modified Koszul homology H A; x is the limit of thek
 m.ordinary Koszul homology H A; x .k
a .For instance, the module H A; x is the limit of modules0
y y y y
ArJ ª ArJ ª ArJ ª ArJ ª . . . .0 1 2 3
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Furthermore with any ideal I of A, there is a canonical homomorphism
Ca# A; x ª Ca# ArI ; x , .  .
which is an isomorphism, except in degree n, if the condition holds.
p : I ; Ann JD A m
mG0
This proves the following result.
LEMMA 2. There are isomorphisms
H a A; x ( H a ArI ; x for k / n .  .k k
and an exact sequence
0 ª I ª H a A; x ª H a ArI ; x ª 0 .  .n n
if the condition p holds.
PERIODIC KOSZUL COMPLEXES
A homomorphism of A-modules t: A ª A corresponds to a family ofy
elements of A
t s yt , t s yt , t s yt , . . . .0 1 1 2 2 3
Let us use the ideal
I s t , t , t , . . . s Im t . .0 1 2
If the condition p holds the following homomorphisms are equal to 0,
A ª A ª A , 1 F j F n ,y x j
and we can extend on the left the modified Koszul complex
d s t : A ª Ca A; x s A. .nq1 y n
Remark 3. There is a canonical isomorphism
H a ArI ; x ( Ker d rIm d .n n nq1
for the new module of homology of degree n.
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Let us introduce the following condition, stronger than condition p .
Condition 4. For any m G 0
J ; T s Ann t .m m A m
Then we can consider the limit T rJ of the modules` `
y y y
T rJ ª T rJ ª T rJ ª . . . .0 0 1 1 2 2
If Condition 4 holds the following homomorphisms are equal to 0,
A ª A ª A , 1 F j F n ,y yj
and we can extend on the right the modified Koszul complex
d s t : Ca A; x s A ª A. .0 0 y
Remark 5. There is a canonical isomorphism
T rJ ( Ker d rIm d` ` 0 1
for the new module of homology of degree 0.
Let us summarize the above results.
DEFINITION 6. If Condition 4 holds, there is a periodic Koszul complex
 .of period n q 1
C t A; x s Ca A; x , k y 1 ' h mod n q 1, .  .k h
which is flat and has the following homology.
LEMMA 7. The periodic Koszul homology is
H t A; x ( lim H ArI ; x m if h / 0 / k , .  .k mª` h
( lim T rJ if h s 0 / k ,mª` m m
( ArI if k s 0,
 .with k y 1 s s n q 1 q h and 0 F h F n.
 .If all the modules k / 0 of the lemma are equal to 0, we get a flat
t  .resolution C# A; x of the A-module ArI. For any A-algebra B there is
an isomorphism of complexes
C t# A; x m B ( C t# B ; x .  .A
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and consequently an isomorphism in any degree k
Tor A ArI , B ( H t B ; x . .  .k k
If the homomorphism A ª B annihilates the elements x , we get a trivialj
complex
C t B ; x ( 0 if n q 1 ¦ k and ( B if n q 1 ¬ k . .k
It is trivially true in the special case B s ArJ.
PROPOSITION 8. Under Condition 4, with the ideals
I s t , t , t , . . . and J s x , x , . . . , x .  .0 1 2 1 2 n
there are isomorphisms
Tor A ArI , ArJ ( 0 for n q 1 ¦ k .k
( ArJ for n q 1 ¬ k ,
 .if all the modules k / 0 of Lemma 7 are equal to 0.
GENERIC EXAMPLE
For any ring C and any integer n G 2, let us consider the C-algebra
 .A C , or, for simplicity, A. The C-algebra A has the generatorsn
x , x , . . . , x , t , t , t , . . .1 2 n 0 1 2
and the relations, for 1 F j F n and 0 F m,
x mt s 0, t s x x ??? x t .j m m 1 2 n mq1
The C-algebra A is augmented, the augmentation homomorphism map-
ping all the generators onto 0 and the augmentation ideal being
J s x , x , . . . , x . .1 2 n
 .The other ideal I s t , t , t , . . . gives an interesting quotient0 1 2
w xArI ( C x , x , . . . , x .1 2 n
Clearly, Condition 4 holds. Since there are isomorphisms
w xH ArI ; x ( H C x , . . . , x ; x , . . . , x ( 0 .  .h h 1 n 1 n
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 .for h / 0, all the modules k / 0 of Lemma 7 are equal to 0 if J and T` `
are equal.
LEMMA 9. For the generic example, the modules J s lim J and` mª` m
T s lim T are equal.` mª` m
 .For the proof let us consider the C-algebra A m with the generators
and relations
x , . . . , x , t and x mt s 0, 1 F j F n.1 n m j m
w xThere is a natural homomorphism of C x , . . . , x -algebras,1 n
g : A m ª A m q 1 , g t s x ??? x t . .  .  .m m m 1 n mq1
 .The C-algebra A is the limit of the C-algebras A m
g g g0 1 2
A 0 ª A 1 ª A 2 ª ??? A .  .  .
and the module A is the limit of the modulesy
yg yg yg0 1 2
A 0 ª A 1 ª A 2 ª ??? A . .  .  . y
Then J appears as the limit of the submodules`
J m s x m , . . . , x m ; A m .  . .1 n
and T appears as the limit of the submodules`
T m s Ann t ; A m . .  .m
 .  .Since J m and T m are always equal, the lemma is proved.
PROPOSITION 10. There is an isomorphism for the generic example A s
 .A C ,n
A w xTor C x , . . . , x , C ( C resp. 0 , . .k 1 n
 .if n q 1 di¨ ides k resp. does not di¨ ide k .
Let us consider the endomorphism q of the C-algebra A defined as
q x s x 2 , 1 F j F n and q t s t , 0 F m. .  .j j m 2 m
For any product s of elements x let us consider the homomorphismi
q : A ª A , q arsk s q a rs2 k . . .s s s s
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Thus we get natural homomorphisms
qt : C t A; x ª C t A; x , .  .k k k
compatible with the differentials and equal to q: A ª A when n q 1
 .divides k. Now let us define a new C-algebra B C , or B for simplicity, asn
the limit of the C-algebras
q q q
A C ª A C ª A C ª . . . . .  .  .n n n
w xIn the same way we have the endomorphism q of the C-algebra C x
mapping x onto x 2 and the corresponding limit-algebraj j
q q q
w x w x w xC x ª C x ª C x ª ??? C .n
Going to the limit, Proposition 10 is the following.
PROPOSITION 11. There is an isomorphism for the modified example
 .B s B C ,n
Tor B C , C ( C resp. 0 , .  .k n
 .if n q 1 di¨ ides k resp. does not di¨ ide k .
Remark 12. There is an isomorphism for the C-augmented algebra C ,n
TorCn C , C ( 0 if k / 0. .k
It is easily proved by once more using Koszul complexes.
Proposition 11, Remark 12, and the usual spectral sequence prove the
following theorem,
TorCn C , Tor B C , C « Tor B C , C . .  . .p q n m
THEOREM 13. For any ring C and any n G 2, there is an augmented
 .C-algebra B s B C with a periodic Tor-algebra:n
Tor B C , C ( 0 if k ¦ n q 1 and ( C if k ¬ n q 1. .k
COTANGENT COMPLEX
 .With the augmented C-algebra B s B C , let us consider the cotan-n
 .gent complex L# in its simplicial form of the B-algebra C and the
corresponding homology
w xH B , C , C ( H L# , in short, D . .k k k
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Then we have Quillen's spectral sequence involving the symmetric functor
 w x.over C see 6, Theorem 6.3 ,
SCL# s SCL#. q
qG0
PROPOSITION 14. There is a first quadrant spectral sequence
2 C BE s H S L# « T s Tor C , C .p , q pqq q m m
 .degenerating if C is a field of characteristic 0 .
In the case of incomplete acyclicity Quillen's spectral sequence proves
the existence of an integer s with
T ( D ( 0 for 1 F m F s y 1 and T ( D \ 0.m m s s
In the example s is equal to n q 1.
  . .THEOREM 15. The module H B C , C, C is equal to 0 if k F n and tok n
C if k s n q 1.
In the case of a field C, Quillen's spectral sequence proves the existence
of an integer s with
T and D of finite dimensions for m F s y 1,m m
T and D of infinite dimensions for m s s,m m
except when all dimensions are finite,
t s dim T - q` and d s dim D - q` for any m.m C m m C m
Furthermore if the characteristic is equal to 0, there is an equality of
formal power series
d dk km k kt z s 1 q z 1 y z . .  .  m
k odd k even
In the example the Poincare series isÂ
y1 1m nq1 nq1t z s 1 y z s 1r 1 y z .  . m
if n is odd and if n is even
y1 1 1m nq1 nq1 2 nq2t z s 1 y z s 1 q z r 1 y z . .  .  . m
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  . .PROPOSITION 16. All the modules D s H B C , C, C are equal to 0k k n
with one or two exceptions
D ( C for any n , D ( C for n e¨en ,nq1 2 nq2
if C is a field of characteristic 0.
 .The E-algebra B E is flat for any ring E and a homomorphismn
E ª C yields an isomorphism
B E m C ( B C . .  .n E n
 wConsequently there are isomorphisms see 2, Theorem 5.1, Proposition
x.4.54
H B C , C , C ( H C , B C , C .  . .  .k n ky1 n
( H E, B E , C ( H B E , E, C . .  . .  .ky1 n k n
In the special case E s Z we apply Kunneth and get the following result.È
LEMMA 17. There are isomorphisms
H B C , C , C ( D m C [ TorZ D , C .  . .k n k Z ky1
  . .and all the abelian groups D s H B Z , Z, Z are finitely generated.k k n
Once more Quillen's spectral sequence proves that D is finitely gener-k
 .ated see above for vector spaces .
  . .THEOREM 18. The module H B C , C, C is equal to 0 if k s n q 2 ork n
n q 3, to C if k s n q 4 with n s 2, to Cr2C if k s n q 4 with n G 3.
According to Lemma 17, it suffices to prove the theorem in the case
C s Z. Using the structure theorem of finitely generated abelian groups
and, once more, Lemma 17, the theorem in the case C s Z is proved by
means of the theorem in the following cases:
a C s Q see Proposition 16 , .  .
b C s ZrpZ with p / 2 see Remark 20 , .  .
c C s Zr2Z with n s 2 see Remark 23 , .  .
d C s Zr4Z with n / 2 see Special case . .  .
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THE CASE OF FIELDS
Let C be a field of odd characteristic. The following result is well known
 w x.for s G 3 see 4 .
LEMMA 19. For a simplicial ¨ector space M# o¨er C
CH S M# ( 0, p q q F s q 3, q G 2,pqq q
w xif H M# is equal to 0 for any k - s.k
We shall once more use Quillen's spectral sequence in total degrees
.n q 2, n q 3, n q 4
2 C BE s H S L# « T s Tor C , C .p , q pqq q m m
and the isomorphisms
E2 ( 0 and E2 ( D , k / 0.k , 0 ky1, 1 k
Remark 20. Under the condition
E2 ( 0, p q q s k y 1, k , q G 2,p , q
there are isomorphisms
E` ( 0 for p q q s k , q G 2,p , q
E` ( E2 and consequently D ( T .ky1, 1 ky1, 1 k k
According to Lemma 19, the condition holds if k F n q 4 and we get
D ( 0 except fork
D ( C and D ( C if n s 2.nq1 6
Theorem 18 is proved in odd characteristic.
Remark 21. In characteristic 2, Lemma 19 holds with two exceptions
C Cw xH S M# ( H M# ( H S M# .sq2 2 s sq3 2
By Remark 20 we again get D ( 0. For higher degrees we need anq2
generalization of Remark 20.
Remark 22. Under the condition
E2 ( 0, p q q s k y 1, k , q G 3,p , q
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there is an exact sequence
E2 ª E2 ª T ª E2 ª E2 .k , 1 ky2, 2 k ky1, 1 ky3, 2
For k s n q 3 it is the exact sequence
D ª E2 ª 0 ª D ª 0nq4 nq1, 2 nq3
and for k s n q 4 it is the exact sequence
0 ª D ª E2 n G 3 .nq4 nq1, 2
E2 ª C ª D ª E2 n s 2 . .nq2, 2 nq4 nq1, 2
By the isomorphisms of Remark 21
E2 ( C ( E2nq1, 2 nq2, 2
we get the result
D ( 0 and D ( C if n G 3,nq3 nq4
D ( 0 and D ( C or C [ C if n s 2.5 6
Theorem 18 is proved in characteristic 2, except for n s 2.
Remark 23. For n s 2 we get D ( C if the edge homomorphism6
C s T ª D s E26 6 5, 1
is equal to 0. It is the canonical homomorphism
n : Tor B C , C ª H B , C , C . .  .6 6
By the general theory of local rings with residue fields of characteristic 2
 w x.see 3 there is a divided square mapping
g : Tor B C , C ª Tor B C , C .  .3 6
with the two properties
g is an injection and n annihilates Im g .
 .In the example it suffices to consider the case C s Zr2Z we have more:
T and T have two elements. Consequently g is a bijection and n is equal3 6
to 0. Theorem 18 is proved in characteristic 2 for n s 2.
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Now Theorem 18 is completely proved for n s 2. The canonical homo-
morphism n ,
Tor B C , C ( C ª H B , C , C ( C , .  .6 6
is actually the multiplication by 2, for any ring C.
THE SPECIAL CASE
For n G 3, Theorem 18 is almost proved by the case of fields since we
have for the generic case C s Z
D ( 0 ( D and D ( Zr2 hZ.nq2 nq3 nq4
It remains to prove the equality h s 1, in other words,
D ( Zr2Z in the special case C s Zr4Znq4
 .we already know that D ( Zr2Z or Zr4Z in this special case . Thenq4
 .case of fields Lemma 19 and Remark 21 proves the general case of the
following lemma.
LEMMA 24. For a simplicial C-module M#, flat in each degree,
CH S M# ( 0, p q q F s q 3, q G 3,pqq q
w xif H M# is equal to 0 for any k - s.k
We still have the isomorphism D ( E2 of Remark 22 and itnq4 nq1, 2
remains to prove
E2 ( Zr2Z in the special case C s Zr4Znq1, 2
or equivalently
E2 \ Zr4Z in the special case C s Zr4Z.nq1, 2
In other words we need the following complement of Lemma 24.
Remark 25. Let us consider the rings C s Zr4Z and C9 s Zr2Z. Let
us consider a simplicial C-module M#, flat in each degree, with the
properties
w xH M# ( 0 if k - s and ( C if k s s;k
w C xfurthermore H S M# ( C or C9sq2 2
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 .actually the second property is a consequence of the first one . Let us
obtain C9 for the last isomorphism. The simplicial vector space M X# s
M#r2 M# over C9 has the corresponding properties
w X xH M# ( 0 if k - s and ( C9 if k s s;k
w C 9 X xfurthermore H S M# ( C9.sq2 2
 .There is a natural commutative diagram s G 3
d Cw xH M# ª H S M#s sq2 2
x xa b
d 9X XC 9w xH M# ª H S M#s sq2 2
with the following properties:
 .a a is the canonical surjection of C onto C9,
 .  .b d 9 is an isomorphism the first one of Remark 21 ,
 .  .c the elements of Im d have order 2 see Remark 26 .
w C xIf H S M# is isomorphic to C s Zr4Z, we have a contradictionsq2 2
Im d 9 2C , Im b (d s 0, Im d 9( a s 0, Im a s 0.
Theorem 18 is proved in the special case, consequently in the general one.
Remark 26. The homomorphism d is defined by means of another
w x w xsimplicial C-module N# with H N# isomorphic to H M# . Anyk kqsy2
w C xelement of Im d is the divided square in H S N# of an element of4 2
w xH N# , ``suspended'' s y 2 times. Since the double of a divided square is2
a non-trivial product and since any ``suspension'' annihilates non-trivial
products, the double of any element of Im d is equal to 0.
 w x.Remark 27. The case n s 1 is easier and not completely new see 1 .
We still have Theorem 13 with the same proof:
Tor B C , C ( 0 k odd or C k even . .  .  .k
But Proposition 16 holds for any field C,
H B , C , C ( 0 k / 2 or C k s 2 .  .  .k
 w x.for the proof, see 1, Theorem . Consequently Proposition 16 holds for
any ring C, in the case n s 1.
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